[Ted's arrangement was spontaneously written up during a private lesson in which the student requested that Ted show him this song. It is missing a few sections and the order is out of sequence according to the 1960 recording by The Shadows. This score shows the full version, with Ted's chords added when they fit. - Editor's note.]
Slide into, play, and slide down at least to the 3rd fret, and hit the open.

Galloping rhythm

Lead into this with a G note

Let ring
Slide into, play, and slide down at least to the 3rd fret, and hit the open.
APACHE

- then X then □ △

SLIDE INTO, at least to the 3rd fret
PLAY 4 SLIDES DOWN & HIT THE OPEN

Replay

Repeat this little section

giving rhythm

Repeat all 4 lines so far

2, 3, 4

Then Repeat

(try to be really precise)

Lead into this with a G note